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COLLECTING = CONSERVATION PART 2
To refer to a seventeenth centuryvolume as'old'is to say
almost nothing about it. Age alone does not, nor should it,
define a book's value. Without literary or allied merit, a
book remains a timber by-product. Antique' probably
describesitbetter andisaslightlyless pretentious term to
usethan'antiquarian' which suggests crustyold people in
dusty places peering at their scholarlyworld through half
lenses. However, we seem to be stuck with'antiquarian'
so it is the term we employ to describe old books of
intrinsicvalue. Abook mayonlybe five years'old'yet be
of considerable value. It might be a finely calf-bound,
gilt-edged collection of boring sermons published
centuries ago and of interest only because of its
exceptional ornament. In Europe, booksellers and
others would classify antiquarian books as rnosrly those
published a centuryor more ago. In theNewWorld we use
the term more broadly since we do not have many books
that were published in the last century; far fewer
published between 1788 and 1800. The early settlers in
America, Canada or Australia had little space and few
luxuries aboard their ships. Pickaxes andhammerswere,
and logically so, more important to them than a copy of
"Paradise Lost". The fewbooks that theybrought and the
few that they wrote were, and remain to us colonials
myway, precious. An otherwise unimportant edition of
"Paradise Lost" may have little more than the intrinsic
value of the masterpiece itself, except that the copy in
question was owned by Govemor Phillip.If he actually

singed his copy, and more, if he dedicatedit to afriend or
familiar, thenthat copyhas specificvalue whichwe term
'association'.
By applying the term 'collector' generically to include
librarians, booksellers and all other custodians, one
might say that there is an extraordinary fascination in
tracing the history of an'association' copy. Familybibles
are a simple example of this collectable. A seaman once
showed me a treasured copy of a very commonplace
seamanship manual that had belonged to his brotherwho
had served, andwas wounded in action aboard an escort
of the highlydangerous convoys to RussiainWorldWar
II. The brother had, with several other survivors from
their destroyer, taken to a raft. Quite illogically, but as

humans under stress are known to do, the seaman
grabbed a few random personal possessions before
scramblingdown anet overthe sinkingship'sside, Forthe
few days that he spent alive, he used the manual as a diary,
recording the events and deaths ofhis comrades before
they, and then he, died. Perhaps the act of writing the
makeshift diary helped him to live a little longer, but the
men were all dead when rescuers found the raft. Their
frozenbodieswere taken aboard the rescue ship andtheir
surviving bits and pieces despatched to their families.
Even the mighty Pepys failed to record an event so full of
pathos and pity; the humble seaman's manual became a
memorable book which, we can onlyhope, will one daybe
taken into the custody of a proper conservator and be
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giventheplace of honourthatitwarrants.
Should literary treasures, such as the seaman's manual,
be 'restored'? Here we have a term which leads to much
debate. Probably this example , because.of its history
should not be rebound or 're' anything. This category of
rare book is probably best placed in a lined box and
preserved in the state in which it is received by the
conservator. So, once more, we return to the problem of
rarity. Theworks of Winston Churchill ar eb ecoming r ar e

and several are rare, The latter are now classified as
modem firsts. First edition or, more properly, lust issues
of the frst impressions of the lrst editions, arethe only
ones seriously collected since they contain the original
work, warts and all. Collectors, of course, also collect
variant editions and revised editions. Those editions
acquire some value since they are much less rare.
Relatively few nto dem first s are rare. A successful author
may not see a new work published in a greater print run
than say, 5,000 copies. It is also true that today, so many
newbooks are being published and costs are increasing
so rapidly that publishers frequentlygo to print with an
edition of, say, 2,000 for a novel and, say, 5,000 for a play.
Many obscure academic works are published in runs of
'200'copies.
It has been stated beforc, but needs repetition: if you
collect a particular author's works, buy newones as soon
as they appear, before thefrsfissue runs out. Features of
rarityabound: theyare called'points'. Points mayconsist
of typographical errors of manykinds. Illustrations may
be deformed or litigious. An issue may be withdrawn
because of impending litigation, then re-issued with
leaves or other material replaced by less offending ones.
Other points of rarity are:

(a) exotic bindings, e.g. vellum or silk or finely
hand-tooled morocco. Copies oftheKoran or the
T almudwouldnor be bound say, in pigskin. Some
design binders cover their creations in a wide
variety of materials such as sculptured porcelain,
carved wood and ivory, fur and original oil
painting. Painted foredges are rarely executed
butwere once popular.

(b)authors' signatures, remarks, dedications to
famous and the infamous: many of which are
often scarce, e.g.. PatrickWhite's signature is rare
initself.

(c) entire texts may have been rewritten, e.g. John
Fowles'"The Magus". John Updike's "Rabbit
Run" was rewritten for the British (therefore
Commonwealth) edition by Penguin. Robert
Graves' biography, "Goodbye to All That",
contaiued the unauthorised use of a Siegfried
Sassoon poem in the first issue which was
withdrawn. The offending poem (and leaf)) was
removed and a rewritten leaf tipped in. The'true'
fustisveryrare.

(d)edition of established works but illustrated by
noted artists or designers such as Eric Gill or
Bruce Rogers. Books and type designed by
typographers such as Stanley Morison achieve
rarityvalue.

Obviously, the more one seeks for'points' the more one
may find. Some seem to come from nowhere; th.'.
well-known Sydney bookbinder, Ken Plummer,

mentioned in an aside during a Guild workshop
demonstration, that edge gilding is almost a lost art in
Australia. It seems that those old school prizes of "The
Poems of John Keats", with little to recommend them
except their fine paper, gilt edges, decorated boards or
embossed pattern will now have more value; certainly an
old copy might be repaired attractively and its market
value enhanced. (See footnote 1.)
Purist collectors would endure death by a thousand cuts
before they admitted to their shelves a volume which had
been'restored', even though thework offine restorers is
painfully slow and executed with great care, deliberation
and much knowledge of the original volume. Tiny steps in
the scale of restoration can be made which can only
enhance a seriously damaged book. The original
materialsand the text cannot be tamperedwithor altered
but certain books are so scarce that some restoration is
necessary, and in many cases essential, for the volume to
be handled at all. (Sec footnote 2.)
Conservation is a circular discussion: it begins with
'condition' and thegreatest decisionsinthe preservation
of abook or documentwill always dependon its condition.
The battered Keats school prize may entail so much in
attempts to return it to useful service, that all may be in
vain. Little disappoints the fledgling collector,
bookseller, librarian or bookbinder more than learning
that the grubby, dog-eared, soiled, foxed and shaky copy
that they hold of Evelyn Waugh's "Decline and Fall" has
almost novalue, evenwhen it happens tobe one of thefi rst
issue. Yet Waugh's first published work, a very small
pamphlet containing a poem in thre e cantos, "The World
to Come", privately published in 1916, might easily fetch
$8000 or more at auction, but only if it were in mint
condition.Inthe same state asthe novelitwouldbringsay,
$500 - perhaps less . . . it all depends on the condition .

(1) A bookbinder, Friedhelm Pohlmann, I-ot 10, Sutton Court,
Camp Mountain, Qld 4520, offers an edge gilding sewice.

(2) The New South Wales Department of Technical and Further
Fiucation introduced, in February 1988, a three-year Book
Restoration Diploma Course at the School of Graphic Arts in
Jones St, Ultimo. It is the first such course to be established here.

Ron Abbey
Glenquarry NS\Y

BOOK ART EXHIBITION'93
News comes from the south that the Victorian
Bookbinders Guild is joining forces with the
Calligraphers and Papermakers to present the BookArts
Exhibition'93 tobe heldat the MeatMarketCraft Centre,
Melbourne, from 4th to 28th November, 1993.

OOPS!
A few errors have surfaced which may create some
confusion: Would keen readers please note that in Vol.2
No. 2, in the introduction to Daphne Dobbyn's article on
leather paring, Primrose Park Paperworks should read
Primrose Park Bookworks - sorryDaphne!
In Vol. 4 No 3 the annual subscription to "Morocco
Bound" within Australia is listed as $26, this should read
$28.
Also, please amend the "Contents" listed on the front of
Vol 14 No 3, "Making a Gusseted End Pocket" - M.
Mathew occupies page 29.

MOROCCO BOUND
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HANDY HII{T. REMOYING STICKYTAPE
Everyone has trouble removing adhesive tape, also
known as pressure-sensitive tape, at some time, with
varying degrees of success depending on its age and the
nature ofthe paper.
If it is really old, it will fall off easily, though leaving a
permanent brown stain. If it is fresh and the paper is of a
good quality, the carrier can often be removed by
softening the adhesive with heat. A soldering bit, electric
spatula, or eventhe edge or tip of adomesticironwill do.
This requires a fair bit of fiddling to get the temperature
right,butwhen conditions are correct, the carrier film can
be lifted as the hot tool passes over the surface. This
method usuallyleavesthe adhesive on the surface, though
it can frequently be removed by rubbing with a crepe
rubber (availablc at artists' suppliers). It rubs upinto little
ballswhich canbe picked off. If itwon't come off, a dusting
of talcum powder will remove the stickiness, though of
course as the adhesive is still present, it will continue to
attack thepaper and a brown stainwill eventuallyresult.
The alternative method of dissolving the adhesive with a
mixure of toluene and hexane, or sometimes, acetone, is
not nowrecommende d as the former is considered to be
too dangeroustohealth, but itworks quitewell.
If thepaperis of poorquality, there seems tobe nowayof
removing it without also removing the paper sur[ace, so
that if that includes printed teK, you can be in trouble.
Does anyone have an answer to this very common
problem?
JuneMcNicol
Sept/1993

TWO BINDERS AND TWO EASY PIECES
I. FRIEDHELM POHLMANN
A pleasant drive north-west of Brisbane City, will bring
you to the foothills of the House Mountain Range.
Beyond Ferny Grove is the turn-off to Camp Mountain
where a dirt road leads up a long ridge, and there,just
under the crest, Friedhelm and Gundy Pohlmann have
builttheir home and bindery. A long, low, impressive mud
brick house emerges from the hillside, facing the valley.
Inside, the vaulted ceilings are supported by whole tree
trunks, the floors are slate and the huge fireplace of
sandstone. Frank Wiesner, known to all collectors of
wonderful timber binding equipment, built the kitchen
fittings and added some unusual pieces of furniture, and
the stained glass windows and doors are the result of some
dedicated scavenging.
A huge room across the back ofthe house is the bindery
where Friedhelm and Gundy work with their son Raoul,
now apprenticed to them. Work in progress is stacked
high on the many benches and in large standing presses,
andbasicmaterials are heldinspeciallydesigned shelves.
Much of the interestingbindingequipmentwas brought
from EuropewhereFriedhelm and Gundytrained. In the
1980s Friedhelm studied fine binding in Switzerland, at
Ascona, and under Hugo Peller at Solothurn, but the
amount of commercial binding he has in hand gives him
littletime for morethan one or two designbindings ayear.
His skill as a gilder is such that he has been invited to give
a demonstration at the international conferencc 'New
Horizons', being organisedby Designer Bookbinders at

Offordin194.
The article below is from a demonstration given by
Friedhelm to the Queensland Bookbinders Guild
members, and first appeared in their newsletter of May
1992.

A CASE BINDING FOR A SMALL PRESEI{TATION
BOOK

The book used in this demonstration had been sewn on
three very light synthetic tapes (like sasheen) and had
begn rounded andbacked so that theshoulderwentup at
450. The spine was lined with muslin, glued with cire,
particularly along, but not over, the shoulder, and with
about 20mm overlapping on each side.

Material required:
The book, some marbled or decorated paper or some
interesting fabric. Two pieces of thin craft board about
10mm larger than the book, some jaconette or other fine
sized material, a small piece of very thin corner
strengtheningmaterial like vellum, some paste, PVA glue
and the usual tools.

Design:
Thebook can have exposedor hidden strongcorners, and
mayhaveanattractive leathertail (extraskill is neededfor
this one). To chose the pattern on the covering material
which youwould Iike to use, make a frame ofplain paper,
the size of the finishedbook coverplus turn-ins, andmove
it over the cloth or paper, to obtain the best effect. Watch
the grain so that it will be down the length of the book. If
you are usingcloth it isbesttobackitwithpaper first. (See
note below). Mark thc section of cover material to be
used.

MOROCCO BOUND

Friedhelm blocking spines in his bindery
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Cut a strip of manilla card, thewidth of thespine SeeFig4.
and somewhat longer, grain along the length, cut
some iaconette, same length and 50mm wider,
PVA the manilla and centie it on the jaconette,
press in and let dryunder aweight
Mark the joints about 5-7mm either side of the
spine strip with a pencil line. See Fig. 1.

lines
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NeK set the book block correctly in the case with
3.5mm head and tail squares. put in flat on the
bench, press the_jacoritte into the shoulders,
mark the boards for a 4mm foredge square, trim
off and recheck. Sand the case edgEs ligitlyinside
andout.
Corners: The strengthening material is put on the
inside, so the vellum or Ieat-her willhaveiurn_outs
rather than turn-ins. Vellum or very thin leather,
cut as shown in Fig.5,

corner pieces
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at Jmm

(fo1a from
inside) 
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( tor

tri nr

cut
Di.rRer

quare corner
rhiddenr firr ish

5-7mm

set
. boards
here

Fig.

fplf PVato the dotted area shown in the figure.
Line up thebottom of the strip to a straisht;dse
thenseibothboardstothiswir'hrh"i;;i;;"il;i;
the marked- pencil line. The straight edge-gives
support and adds to squareness. See Fig.2. -

Note: When u-sing a cloth for covering, the j aconette goes
under the the boards and the spine stiip. 

-

If using paper for covering, the jacbnette should be
pasted on top ofthe spine strip and under the boards, as a
rernlorcement. See Fig. 3.

sea'l pe1 of f I r,,1. 6f { a-
turrr inn in)

Figs.5 & 5

can be wetted, pasted and set very neatly. When
dry, sand or pare the four co.n"i piecei so that
they disapppear smoothly, but do not sand the
actual corner.
Cut the cover material to size, fi rst makinga paper
template to make sure it is correct and to set'the
lmorlnj of corner you wish to expose (at least
1mm).Paste out cover material wiih a mixture of
PVA andpaste and, if using paper, allowit time to
stretch. Place boards on cover material, rub
down, taking care with joints. Undercui the
corners for vellum tips, or, for square corners cut
a^45" line in the overlap and remove the surplus.
(SeeFig.6).

4.

U

5.

Fig. J

3. Wh91 dry, trim across the boards and spine
material at tail edge. Fit the case around the book
block, set case upright and flush, and check
squares and fit. Mark the boards 7mm above the
head edge of the book. Remove the case and c,rt
the top of theboards and spine to this mark.
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Press the case lightlybetween non-stick material
until dry, then trim turn-ins neatly.
Case-in book and finish off as usual.
To back cloth with paper, a small roller can be
used to run PVA./paste mix out evenly and thinly
on to a light backing paper. Roll the cloth around
arollingpinandrunit outontothepaper,then roll
it down, not too hard, and remove bubbles. Tape it
down or press it until it is dry.

II. JOHNTONKIN
The road to Canberra is, for me, three hours of staring at
concrete with a return to full consciousness when the
bends around Lake George need to be negotiated. But
the effort soonpays offwith thepleasantsight of Canberra
and a quick trip around Parliament House to Manuka.
Flinders Wayleads awayfrom here, bordered on one side
withthe green of the GrammarSchool playingfields, and
an avenue of huge trees noted for their autumn
magnificence.
On the high side of the road is a line of stuccoed houses,
now under a heritage order, and No 83 is one of these,
quietly privatebehind a mass of greenery.
Inside, John has created abinderyfilledwith treasures - a

huge guillotine which could have been built in a railway
workshop, standing presses to match, twowalls lined with
shallow storage shelves packed with all manner of
equipment, and racks of exotic skins. There are shadow
boards displaying old tools, rows of "vintage"
screwdrivers, brass surveyors'instruments, all sizcs of
burnishingtools, threads ofall types and colours, and the
gerns among all this, many of the design bindings which
John has created. A long work bench, facing the french
windows, dominates the room. Underneath are fitted
drawers for type card and paper, the overall effect being
one of effi ciency and comfort. The bindery spills over into
all the rooms across the front of the house, and it is not
unusual to find abed sharing space with a nipping press
and sewing frame.

Binding is actually John's second career, and it is to his
credit that he has become so successful in such a short
time. After studyingandteachingin Canberra, hespent a
year at the Centro del Bel Libro in Ascona, Switzerland,
then taught with Stin Eward in Paris, France, and in
Canberra. His books are exhibited in many local and
international galleries and he was the driving force
behind the twovery successful Australian Contemporary
Binding Exhibitions held in Canberra. Aspiring design
binders in Australia are always huppy to seek his
expertise.
The following article is an account of a demonstration
which John gave during a weekend of talks and
demonstrations held at Sugarloaf Point Lighthouse, Seal
Rocks, thisyear.

A FLEXIBLE BINDING WITH YAPP EDGES
1. This is a quick and easy method of binding loose

leaves which can produce an attractive result. It
was demonstrated using a set of A5 photostated
pages with large margins around the text.
Essentially, it is an adhesive bindingwith a fl eible
case cover and Yapp edges.

2. "sewing"orratherJoiningofthePages.(SeeNote
til).
Knock up the book block between waste boards
and place in a bench press. Using a fret saw, make
cuts at various angles across the spine to the depth
of a large fingernail, ie in the order of 2mm or so.
(Fig. t).

Fig.1 SAl CUTS

When making the cuts, go in twice with the saw
blade and angle it to left and right so that the base
of the cut iswider than the top. (Fig.2).

Fip:.2 SAW CUTS-SIDE VIEW

Remove the waste boards from thc book block,
bend the book to one side and apply PVA to the
spine. Repeat, bending to the other side. (Fig. 3).

MOROCCO BOUND

6.
Note:

3.

v'aste boards

bookblock

John and Friedhelm in the Canberra bindery
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Fig.I PVA APPLICATIOI{

Fray out pieces ofsewing cord so that the strands
are parallel, impregnate the middle of the pieces
with PVA and force them into the saw cuts. Allow
to dry in a press with the spine just protruding
from waste boards. (Fig. 4).

wa.st e
boa-rds

Fis.4 DRYING IN PRIriiS

When dry, cut cords to within 3 to 4mm of the
book block, fray out cords on a piece oftalc (or
acetate sheet, etc) usinga pointed bone folder,
andadhereto thebookblockusingPVA. (Fig. 5).

Fig.5 CORDS FRAYED AND
AFFIXI]])

IYhite End Paper Sections.
Choose paper for white endpaper sections to
mat. \ the book block. Fold, trim to just larger
than the book block, and guard 5mm either side of
the foldwith a strongJapanese paper. (Fig.6).

Fig.6 WHITE ENDPAPER SECTIOIIS
GUARDED

Adhere endpapers to thebookblock bytippingon
with PVA along a 5mm strip at the fold (ie along
the Japanese paper). Press. Trim endpapers to
size ofthebookblock.
EdgeTrimming.
Plough or guillotine head, tail and fore-edge if
desired.
Headbands.
Affix ifdesired.
SpineLining.
As required to obtain a straight spine.
TheCase.
Choose material for the case which is quite
fl exible; leather,suede, cloth or even strongpaper
(See Note Iii]). Cut out the material well oversize
of the book block, as you would for a three piece
case.
Line the case with the same coloured paper you
will eventually use for the coloured endpapers.
(SeeNote [iii]).
ToCase-In.
Prepare the bookblockbytrimming or sanding all
three edges of the fi rst and lastwhitepages tozero.
(Note: These are the outside pages of the white
endpaper sections which were affixed in Para. 7
above).
To case-in, apply PVAto one of the white outside
pages and place on to the case material in the
appropriate position. Press.
Apply PVA to the spine and the other outside
white page and complete the case-ing in.
Coloured End Papers (See Note [iv]).
Cut coloured endpapers oversize to the case and
fold in two. Tip in to the bookblockwith a strip of
PVA 5mm wide on one side of the fold. (Fig. 7).

Fig.7 AFFIXING COLOURED
ENDPAPERS

17 . Referring to Fig. 7, adhere leaf "A" of the coloured
endpapers to the inside of the case. Trim leaf "B"
tothesize of thebookblock. (SeeNote [v]).

18. YappEdges.
Decide on the size required for the Yapp edges.
As a guide, this wouldnotbe less than6mm inmost
cases. Mark out this distance from thebookblock
with dividers and cut to size. Round the corners
with scissors. Press the whole book between piles
of paper to give a distinct turned-in look to the
Yappedge.

NOTES.
(i) An alternative method of joining the pages is to

apply PVA to the spine, drill a series of holes
through the book block close to the spine and then

pva aoolied.-
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sewthus:

thread.

(iD If the case material is insufficiently flexible,
difficulty will be experienced adhering it to the
spine to make the "fast" back. It can be argued
however, that this is of little consequence and
detracts little from either the look or strength of
the binding.

(iiD The reason for lining the covering material with
the same coloured paper as the coloured
endpapers is that then the a reas ofthe Yapp edges
atthe head and tail of the spinewill be the same as

the remainder. An alternative to lining would be
to paint this area, or even leave as is, if not
considered important.

(iu) Anytooling or impression decoration on the case
should be done before the coloured endpapers
are affixed, so that unwanted impressions can be
sanded down and not show.

(u) If desired, adhere the coloured endpaper, leaf
"8", to thewhite endpaper section leaf to make the
one-leafflypaper. This would in fact be necessary
if the reverse side of leaf "B" were marked, as is

often the case with hand-coloured papers. Note
that ifrequired to be adhered, the leafshould be
adhered before being trimmed to the size of the
bookblock.

TYPE AND DECORATIVE BLOCKS
As members will be aware, whilst stocks lastl continue
to sell second hand monotype and foundry type and
decorative blocks at very economical prices. Type is
supplied in either approx. 150
letter/number/punctuation sets or as single letter sets to
useinKarlBartacek styleholders. Decorativeblocks are
"as is". Also a readysupply of spaces. If interested, write
for proofsheets and prices.
Michael Mathew, 1 Metzler Place, G ord on,207 2.

TAKE HEART!
There is hope in honest error, none in the icy perfections
of themerestylist.

Charles Rennie Mackintosh 1901.

DICTIONNAIRE de la RELIURE
For all those whose high school French is not quite up to
coping with those intriguing articles in "Le Journal" or
that copy of "La Reliure" you acquired with such good
intentions, here is a lexicon of basicbookbindingterms to
helpyoualong.Withthanksto JOHNTONKIN.

MOROCCO BOUND

GENERAL
b6tonnet (m)
boite (0
cahier (m)
charnidre (f)
chemise (f)
coiffe (f)
coin (m)
comblage (m)
contreplat (m)
couverture (f)
doublage (m)
entre-nerfs (m)
6tui (m)
fermoir (m)
feuille (m)
fil (m)
fil de couture (m)
gardes blanches (f)
gorge i bradel (f)
liwe (m)
livre ($
macule ($
naud (m)
nreud de chainette (m)
onglet (m)
page (0
pidce de titre
poids (m)
poubelle (l)
recto (m)
relieur (m)
reliure (f)
reliure soign6e (f)
reliure d'art (Q
tranchefile (l)
verso (m)

LE TRAVAIL
arrondissure
cahier
chant du carton
collationnure
coller
corps de l'ouwage
couture en grecquage
d6brochage
emboitage
encoller
en sens des aiguilles
endossure
finissure
frottis
imperm6able
jeter
laisser s6cher
nettoyage

batonnet (headband core)
box
section
hinge
chemise
headcap
corner
fill-in
inside of the board
cover
lining
panel
slipcase
clasp
leaf
thread
sewing thread
endpapers
french groove
book
500 gms
waste sheet
knot
kettle stitch
guard
page
label
weight
rubbish
front
bookbinder
bookbinding
fine binding
designer binding
headband
back

rounding
book, paper or copy
board's thickness
collating
to adhere
forwarding
recessed cord sewing
pulling
casrng
to be adhered
clockwise
backing
finishing
rubbing
impermeable
to throw
to leave to dry
cleaning
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nettoyer
parure
passure en carton
passure en colle
perm6able
pli
plier
rempli
r6paration
r6paration des fond de
rogner
s6cher
sens des fibres
surcouture
taper le dos

MATERIELS
carte
c:rrton
colle
colle de p6te
colle Pfu511"
culr
mat6riel de couwure
mousseline
papier
papier decor6
papier marble
peau

DES PEATX
buffle
chEwe
kangarou
mouton
parchemin
porc
veau

to clean
paring
lacing up
gluing up
permeable
a fold
to fold
turn in
repair
guarding
to plough
to dry
grain direction
overcasting
knocking up the spine

card
cardboard
adhesive
paste
pva (polyvinyl acetate)
leather
covering material
mull, muslin
paper
decorated paper
marbled paper
skin

PETITOUTILLAGE
aiguille (f)
ais de bois (m)
brosse (f)
cisaille (l)
ciseaux (m)
compas (m)
cousoir (m)
couteau i parer (m)
crayon (m)
cutter (m)
equerre (f)
gabarit (m)
gomme (f)
lame (f)
marteau (m)
pierre d parer (f)
pinceau (f)
pointe (f)
presse d percussion (m)
rdgle ($
rouleau (m)
rouleau en mousse (m)
ruban fibre (m)
scie (f)
table solide (f)
tas i battre

- Mors

needle
wooden board
brush
board cutter
scissors
pair of dividers
sewing frame
paring knife
pencil
cutting instrument
square
template
eraser
blade
guillotine
paring stone
brush (small)
double bevelled knife
knocking press
ruler
roller
foam roller
fibre tape
saw
solid bench
knocking down plate

Telc

buffalo
goat
kangaroo
sheep
parchment
prg
calf

AUTRES COTIVERTURES
daim
mousseline
soie
toile

Gardes blanche,s
et coLtleur

suede
muslin
silk
cloth

Reclo
Le Livre

BACK COPIES

The Guild is pleased to supply back copies of Morocco Bound at $5.00 each, posted. Check
your set now and see if you need any copies to complete it.
Vol. 8 No.3/4 comprises a journal and a supplement (The Canisius College Tool Collection),
each counting as an issue. Vol. 10 No. 4 includes the index to Vols. 1 to 10. Printed copies are
in stock of almost all issues from March 1987 (Vol. 8 No. 1), when the present format started
to evolve. Copies of earlier issues often need to be supplied as photocopies.
Cheque with order, please, payable to the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc. and
addressed to :

The Secretary
NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders
P O Box 1110
ROZELLE NSW 2019
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